The Bees Knees Rose'
£4.99
Vintage:

NV

Bottle Size:

75cl

Alcohol %:

0%

Country:
Description:

A refreshing and finely balanced non-alcoholic drink combining
sparkling fermented grape juice blended with premium green tea for
body. The Bee's Knees presents notes of apple and pear with a pleasing
acidity. Made using a high-tech non-alcoholic fermentation process, The
Bee's Knees delivers all the fun of traditional sparking wines... so it's the
fizz without the fuzz!

Cepages:
Group:
Sub group:
Colour:
Closure:
Producer:
Website:
Organic/Bio Status:

Vegan & Vegetarian

Food / cocktail match:

Great for celebrations of a more sober sort, or as a refreshing aperitif.

Food / cocktail recipe:
Press

The Knees has been critically acclaimed since its launch in 2017 with
great reviews from wine critics such as Olly Smith in the Mail on Sunday
"Easily my favourite non-alcoholic bubbly on the market and a bargain
too. Superb!"
Or Jane MacQuitty in The Times who wrote "Has surprising green tea
and sweet, peachy stone-fruit pizzazz, plus an almost viognier-like
finish"

Awards

Other Info:

The Bees Knees is a sophisticated alternative to traditional sparkling
wine - it looks and tastes like a typical fizz that is served at parties, baby
showers and enjoyed as an aperitif. The non-alcohol-drinking guest,
flute in hand, blends in seamlessly with the rest of the party. And when
their glass is topped up, it's from a stylish bottle worthy of Prosecco or
Cava.
Made from grape and infused with green tea, The Bees Knees offers a
lovely hint of white flower aroma on the nose and is zingy and
refreshing on the palate thanks to its well balanced acidity. It looks and
tastes like a sparkling wine, but has no alcohol, low sugar, no gluten and
around half the calories of the average fizz - what's not to like? It is also
Vegetarian and Vegan friendly and has just 36 calories per 125ml glass.

